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Figure 1: Applications of our differentiable renderer called Dressi. From left to right: optimization of geometry and material (a pear and a
cow), normal map, environment map and material, and hair material of the digital human. The applications work on all devices supporting
a modern graphics API Vulkan [Khr21] such as mobiles, tablets, cloud servers, laptops, and desktop PCs.

Abstract
Differentiable rendering (DR) enables various computer graphics and computer vision applications through gradient-based
optimization with derivatives of the rendering equation. Most rasterization-based approaches are built on general-purpose
automatic differentiation (AD) libraries and DR-specific modules handcrafted using CUDA. Such a system design mixes DR
algorithm implementation and algorithm building blocks, resulting in hardware dependency and limited performance. In this
paper, we present a practical hardware-agnostic differentiable renderer called Dressi, which is based on a new full AD design.
The DR algorithms of Dressi are fully written in our Vulkan-based AD for DR, Dressi-AD, which supports all primitive oper-
ations for DR. Dressi-AD and our inverse UV technique inside it bring hardware independence and acceleration by graphics
hardware. Stage packing, our runtime optimization technique, can adapt hardware constraints and efficiently execute complex
computational graphs of DR with reactive cache considering the render pass hierarchy of Vulkan. HardSoftRas, our novel ren-
dering process, is designed for inverse rendering with a graphics pipeline. Under the limited functionalities of the graphics
pipeline, HardSoftRas can propagate the gradients of pixels from the screen space to far-range triangle attributes. Our experi-
ments and applications demonstrate that Dressi establishes hardware independence, high-quality and robust optimization with
fast speed, and photorealistic rendering.

CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Rasterization; Shape inference;

1. Introduction

Inverse rendering is a long-standing problem in estimating scene
attributes from 2D images in computer graphics and computer vi-
sion fields. Differentiable rendering (DR) plays an important role
in applications, such as facial geometry reconstruction [EST*20;

∗ These authors contributed equally to this work

GPKZ19; GPKZ21] and camera pose estimation [RRR*15]. It re-
covers scene parameters by the gradient propagation of the loss
functions defined between the rendered and observed images. For
example, it is possible to estimate materials if the appearance and
other scene settings are already known [ALKN19].

DR can be grouped into two categories: ray tracing [LADL18;
NVZJ19] and rasterization [KUH18; CGL*19; VKP*19]. The ray
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tracing-based methods consider complex effects generated by light
transport simulations, such as indirect illumination and polarization
[NVZJ19]. They achieve the best rendering quality and accuracy
with heavy computation. In contrast, rasterization-based methods
require fewer computations and provide more efficient solutions,
attracting much attention for practical scene reconstruction. We fo-
cus on the rasterization-based methods in this paper.

Most existing rasterization-based DR systems ignore hardware
dependencies. They are designed to run on high-end hardware
from specific vendors (e.g., NVIDIA), and they often implement
the DR algorithm using automatic differentiation (AD) libraries
for neural networks (e.g., PyTorch and TensorFlow) and additional
modules written in the general-purpose graphical processing unit
(GPGPU) API, which relies on CUDA for most cases. Because
some DR-specific and performance-critical functions (e.g., rasteri-
zation and texture sampling) involve pixel-wise operations, writing
them down in the DR layer using an efficient batch operation with
AD libraries is difficult. Such a tightly coupled DR system design
increases hardware dependency and limits performance. The AD
libraries are not optimized for complex computational graphs in-
herent to DR. Moreover, DR systems cannot optimize performance
at the border between the AD libraries and handwritten CUDA
modules. Therefore, it is not easy to run the existing DR systems
on graphics hardware from various vendors (e.g., Intel, AMD, and
Arm) at practical speeds, especially on low-end edge devices. Com-
municating with a remote server that has a DR system installed is
an option; nonetheless, it impairs the interactivity of real-time ap-
plications, owing to latency and raises privacy issues. Making a DR
work efficiently on low-end hardware is a challenging problem.

To obtain hardware independence for DR systems, we can use
the graphics pipeline API, which has hardware rasterizers and
shaders, instead of the GPGPU API. However, propagating gradi-
ents in a screen space under the limitations of graphics pipelines
is another challenging problem. The existing rasterization-based
DR methods generate gradients in the screen spaces using the spe-
cial rendering processes easily implemented by CUDA, which al-
lows developer descriptions with high degrees of freedom; how-
ever, their efficient implementation using a graphics pipeline is dif-
ficult. For instance, SoftRasterizer (SoftRas) [LLCL19] computes
distances between pixels and the edges of projected triangles in a
pixel-wise manner. Nevertheless, pixel-wise computation consid-
ering all triangles is not easy for hardware rasterizers. Nvdiffrast
[LHK*20] employs analytic anti-aliasing (AA), which considers
edge information among geometrically neighboring triangles. Un-
fortunately, accessing mesh topology information is also difficult
for shaders. Therefore, we cannot port the existing methods to the
graphics pipeline.

We propose Dressi, a practical rasterization-based differentiable
renderer that solves the above problems. Dressi is based on a new
design that completely separates the AD layer and DR algorithms.
DR algorithms are fully described by the AD layer and receive
hardware independence and performance optimization through the
overall system. Our AD layer is Dressi-AD, which is implemented
in Vulkan [Khr21], a vendor-independent graphics pipeline API.
Furthermore, it is tailored to the DR to support all its primitive op-
erations, including rasterization and texture sampling. The inverse

UV technique in Dressi-AD carefully handles the backward pass of
hardware texture sampling. At runtime, our stage packing dynami-
cally converts the computational graphs into optimal execution or-
ders to the command buffers. It maximizes hardware performance
by considering the constraints for the render pass and subpass of
the running hardware. Static values on computational graphs are
often observed in DR, such as rasterization results with static ge-
ometries. Our reactive cache embedded in the stage packing au-
tomatically detects the static values and caches them to skip later
computations.

Furthermore, we propose a new rasterization-based DR method,
HardSoftRas, to realize far-range gradients from the screen space to
vertex attributes, such as SoftRas, under the limitations of a graph-
ics pipeline. In this paper, we use the term, far-range gradient, if the
DR system propagates the gradient at a rendered pixel to vertices
projected onto far positions in screen space (i.e., more than one
pixel away). Otherwise, we call it near-range gradient. The key to
the gradient backward in the screen space is the pixel-to-triangle
distance computation; however, no prior art has implemented it on
a graphics pipeline owing to the difficulty in handling the associa-
tion between pixels and triangles. Our face-wise approach, imple-
mented on an inflexible graphics pipeline, successfully updates the
pixel-wise computation of the existing methods written in flexible
CUDA. Furthermore, a new depth-shift method is proposed to fit a
few buffers generated by the hardware rasterizer, whereas the exist-
ing methods rasterize a large number of buffers using software. We
also show that HardSoftRas is a natural extension of anti-aliasing,
which is often used in real-time forward rendering.

We experimentally show that Dressi behaves identically on vari-
ous hardware shipped from different vendors (e.g., NVIDIA, AMD,
Intel, and Arm) with varying performance, ranging from servers to
mobile platforms. We also validate that our stage packing and re-
active cache increase forward and backward speeds. Moreover, we
compare our method to state-of-the-art rasterization-based differ-
entiable renderers to validate HardSoftRas and the overall system.
Dressi achieves better speed and quality with both synthetic and
real data. Finally, we show that our method can render a photore-
alistic digital human and optimize hair parameters, which are not
supported by existing DR systems.

2. Related Work

2.1. Ray Tracing-Based Differentiable Rendering

Ray tracing-based DR can simulate complex light transport models
with visibility handling. Redner [LADL18] established a method
for complex inverse problems of scene parameters based on Monte
Carlo ray tracing [Kaj86]. Mitsuba 2 [NVZJ19] can simulate the
complicated light transport phenomena such as scattering, polar-
ization, and spectroscopy. Moreover, it achieves highly efficient
computations with template meta-programming for various data
types and a retargetable just-in-time (JIT) compilation for AD. Ra-
diative backpropagation [NSRJ20] is a memory-efficient adjoint
approach that reduces the computation of backward functions in
continuous light transportation. Path-space DR [ZMY*20] shows
better efficiency using the new Monte Carlo estimators. Path re-
play backpropagation [VSJ21] proposes a ray tracing-based mega-
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kernel generation that maintains linear time complexity with con-
stant memory usage. Ray tracing-based methods focus on photo-
realistic results and accurate backpropagation. Although they have
shown remarkable speedups recently, they still require exceedingly
high computational costs for low-end devices lacking hardware
ray tracers. Some code optimization techniques that reduce heavy
computations on high-end hardware [NVZJ19; VSJ21] are related
to our stage packing process. However, ours differs from existing
techniques because it is designed to adapt to varying graphics hard-
ware constraints.

2.2. Rasterization-Based Differentiable Rendering

Dasterization-based DR [LB14; KUH18; CGL*19; VKP*19] ex-
hibits a faster computational speed than the ray tracing-based DR.
SoftRas [LLCL19] proposes shape optimization as a probabilistic
process. It computes the minimum pixel-edge distance for all pairs
of edges and pixels in the screen space. The distances and depth
values are stored in multiple buffers. Then, the distances are con-
verted to probability, and pixel colors are calculated by aggregating
the buffers based on the probability and the depth values. Although
SoftRas can propagate screen space gradients to far-range vertex
attributes, it is difficult to handle large geometries because it re-
quires as many buffers as faces. To improve the scalability against
large geometries, PyTorch3D [RRN*20] extends SoftRas by intro-
ducing thresholds for the radius of blurring in the screen space and
the number of buffers per pixel. During rasterization, PyTorch3D
enlarges each face in the screen space within the blur radius from
their edges and stores the distances and depth values per pixel in the
buffers. The pixel-edge distance computation step of SoftRas and
PyTorch3D is implemented as a pixel-wise computation to track the
triangle correspondences in CUDA. We cannot port the algorithm
to a graphics pipeline because the hardware rasterizer is based on
a face-wise calculation. Another option is to use compute shaders;
nonetheless, their computational costs are prohibitive, and they are
not supported well on mobile platforms.

Nvdiffrast [LHK*20] achieves significant acceleration, iden-
tifying modular primitives of DR. It leverages the performance
of GPUs, especially hardware rasterization using OpenGL. Nvd-
iffrast generates screen space gradients via analytic anti-aliasing.
In contrast to SoftRas and PyTorch3D, forward rendering of Nvd-
iffrast retains the original appearance of rendered images. How-
ever, its screen space gradients are propagated only within near-
range vertices, because anti-aliasing focuses on boundaries. More-
over, its anti-aliasing step handles edge-triangle correspondences in
the CUDA code. Operating edge-based data structures is difficult
for the shaders of graphics pipelines. Nvdiffmodeling [HML*21]
is an optimization method for a mesh and shading model with
physically-based shading over Nvdiffrast. Nvdiffmodeling recon-
structs transparency using depth peeling [Eve01], but depth peeling
is not used for mixing far-range triangle attributes, as in our study.
A survey paper [KBM*20] summarizes recent DR methods.

2.3. Automatic Differentiation

AD automatically calculates function derivatives. Advances in the
usability of AD [GW08; AM*10] gives rise to new concepts of

differential programming, such as DR. AD on GPU utilizes im-
plementation techniques such as shader code generation [Lat08;
Fuj08; GRF11; Mur12; DMZ*17; HFF18] and kernel fusion
[WLY10; OUN*17]. Checkpointing [Gri92] is a method that re-
duces memory usage in a reverse-mode AD. Although recent deep
learning compilers utilize compilation techniques [LLL*21], they
do not sufficiently support general differentiable programming.
Most deep networks are dense and stationary because they con-
sist of block-shaped modules. In contrast, computational graphs in
other fields, such as DR and inverse physics simulation [HAL*20],
can be complicated, sparse, and dynamic. Most rasterization-based
DRs develop DR algorithms on AD libraries for deep learning,
such as PyTorch [PGM*19] and TensorFlow [MAP*15], and ad-
ditionally implement manual CUDA modules for DR-specific ras-
terization and texture sampling. Therefore, their performance is not
well optimized. Unique JIT compilation methods are proposed in
each domain. Mitsuba 2 [NVZJ19] has proposed the computa-
tional graph simplification for DR that repeats kernel fusion before
JIT compilation. AsyncTaichi [HXKD20] proposes asynchronous
front-end JIT optimization for dynamic optimization tasks. From
the viewpoint of supporting platforms, standard AD libraries re-
quire GPGPU, particularly CUDA, and they can run on a CPU. This
indicates that they do not consider desktop PCs and laptops with
other vendors’ GPUs and mobiles. Mitsuba 2 achieves stronger
hardware independence, thanks to its own JIT compilation. It works
either on a GPU with CUDA or various CPUs with single instruc-
tion/multiple data (SIMD) operations. However, they do not con-
sider other GPU platforms. We perform a JIT compilation of AD
for DR applications that works on all modern GPUs. TensorFlow.js
[STA*19] has an OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) backend for
cross-platform browsers, but its performance for DR is limited be-
cause it is designed for neural networks. Enzyme [MC20] supports
AD of low-level virtual machine (LLVM) codes. Enzyme with a
translator between LLVM and standard portable intermediate repre-
sentation (SPIR)-V would be an option for hardware-agnostic DR,
but SPIR-V does not contain a hardware rasterizer. Thus, it is diffi-
cult for Enzyme to establish a high-performance DR.

3. Dressi

We depict the pipeline of our proposed Dressi in Fig. 2. Dressi-AD
describes all the components of our DR algorithms. Dressi takes
inverse problems as inputs and outputs optimized results. It con-
sists of several components, such as Renderer, Optimizer, and Loss
function. The core component is Renderer, which applies HardSof-
tRas after scene updates (e.g., animation). In the following sub-
sections, we describe the goals and designs for establishing this
pipeline. Then, we introduce the implementation and validation of
our pipeline. The implementation details are provided in the sup-
plemental material.

3.1. System Goals

This paper describes Dressi, a high-performance differentiable ren-
derer for practical usage that supports a wide range of hardware.
In short, the proposed Dressi concept is “fully written in graph-
ics pipeline-based AD for DR”. As shown in Table 1, the exist-
ing rasterization-based DR frameworks use general-purpose AD
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Figure 2: Dressi’s pipeline. This figure shows a toy inverse problem for the optimization of the albedo texture in a set of scene parameters, Θ,
to fit the rendered result to the reference image, IGT . Dressi is written with forward functions of Dressi-AD. Dressi-AD builds a computational
graph and executes inverse rendering on the GPU via function generation and stage packing.

SoftRas [LLCL19] PyTorch3D [RRN*20] Nvdiffrast [LHK*20] Ours
Graphics Hardware NVIDIA NVIDIA NVIDIA NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, Arm, ...
AD PyTorch PyTorch PyTorch and TensorFlow Dressi-AD

Implementation / Backend API

Math AD / CUDA AD / CUDA AD / CUDA AD / Vulkan
Rasterization Manual / CUDA Manual / CUDA Manual / CUDA + OpenGL AD / Vulkan
Texture sampling Manual / CUDA AD / CUDA Manual / CUDA AD / Vulkan

Table 1: Comparison of rasterization-based DR frameworks. Thanks to our full AD approach with Dressi-AD based on Vulkan, ours can
work on various graphics hardware and have high performance.

and supplement DR-specific functions using handwritten modules
in the GPGPU API. This typical design is not scalable to various
graphics hardware and can cause performance degradations owing
to a lack of optimization across the entire system. To solve these
problems, we set the design goals of Dressi as follows:

• G1: Hardware-agnostic. To democratize DR and explore the
possibility of its practical application in everyday life, the DR
system must be hardware-independent. People use various hard-
ware, including low-end mobile devices, but existing DR sys-
tems do not support most of them.
• G2: Hardware-accelerated. Acceleration by graphics hardware

is practically essential for handling massive DR computations.
• G3: Adaptivity. Automatic and dynamic adaptation to running

hardware to boost performance is desirable for a practical DR
system. Naive implementation with a static pipeline can cause
deterioration of efficiency for some hardware.
• G4: Ease of modification. A practical DR system should be eas-

ily customized with APIs that support all primitive operations for
DR. Unlike traditional renderers, many optimization settings, not
just shaders, must be set for each DR application. DR algorithms
should be easily customized as well to incorporate the latest DR
techniques.
• G5: Independent. Practical DR systems should support in-

dependent edge devices without communicating with remote
servers. For real-time applications with user interaction, the la-

tency caused by communications should be avoided. Moreover,
DR plays a vital role in appearance modeling using personal in-
formation (e.g., human face). Such modeling algorithms should
be performed on edge devices with local data to protect user pri-
vacy.
• G6: Optimization friendly. Optimization with images is a prim-

itive purpose of DR. DR should be capable of robust and fast
optimization.

3.2. System Design

To achieve our goals, we make the following design choices:

• C1: Graphics pipeline only (⇒ G1 and G2). We build all com-
ponents of our system on a standard graphics pipeline. Conse-
quently, our Dressi obtains cross-platform properties and accel-
eration by graphics hardware.
• C2: Monolithic system (⇒ G4 and G5). We design our AD and

Dressi as a monolithic system. Considering only our AD, users
can quickly develop DR applications and update Dressi itself.
An independent device completes the DR execution.
• C3: Runtime optimization (⇒ G3). Hardware capability varies

across devices (e.g., the number of input attachments of Vulkan).
Our system dynamically generates and optimizes shader codes at
runtime and maximizes the performance of each device.
• C4: Fully written in AD (⇒ G2, G3 and G4). Our DR algo-

rithms are fully written in our AD for DR. Thus, the DR al-
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gorithms are wholly separated from the AD. The APIs of our
AD provide all primitive operations for DR, such as rasteriza-
tion and texture sampling. Our AD globally optimizes Dressi’s
performance. Users can extend Dressi simply to write forward
passes with the functions of the AD.
• C5: Far-range gradient (⇒ G6). Our rendering process is de-

signed to deliver far-range gradients from the screen space to
vertex attributes. It enhances fast and robust convergence.

Based on the design choices above, Dressi is materialized with
the following implementations:

• I1: Dressi-AD in Section 3.3 (⇒ C1, C2, C3 and C4). A new AD
library for DR is proposed. The backend of Dressi-AD is a cross-
platform graphics pipeline API, Vulkan. Dressi-AD describes all
components of Dressi; therefore, Dressi obtains hardware inde-
pendence and acceleration.
• I2: Inverse UV in Section 3.3.2 (⇒ C1 and C4). Regarding the

backward computation of texture sampling with hardware in our
AD, we propose an inverse UV texture.
• I3: Stage packing in Section 3.3.3 (⇒ C2 and C3). We pro-

pose a JIT compilation technique for Vulkan’s hierarchy to map
multiple subpasses to a render pass. Shader codes on the com-
putational graph are automatically packed into optimal GPU ex-
ecution units, considering hardware constraints. Reactive cache
is integrated to skip redundant computation.
• I4: HardSoftRas in Section 3.4 (⇒ C1 and C5). Contrary to

most DR systems, ours is fully implemented under the limitation
of a graphics pipeline. HardSoftRas is a novel rendering process
enabling far-range gradient with graphics hardware.

3.3. Dressi-AD: A Vulkan-Based AD Library for DR

Dressi-AD, a hardware-agnostic AD for DR built on Vulkan, is the
foundation of our system. OpenGL was another candidate for the
graphics pipeline, but it is too abstract to exploit the performance of
modern hardware. OpenCL and compute shaders may not be sup-
ported well on mobile devices, and they cannot use hardware ras-
terizers. Moreover, their performances are limited since there is no
correspondence to Vulkan’s subpasses. We prefer Vulkan because
of its low-level APIs and the potential to increase the rendering
speed. Unlike multi-dimensional tensors used in most existing AD
libraries, we choose 2D images as the primitives of our AD, consid-
ering compatibility with graphics pipeline and DR. Dressi-AD has
all primitive operations for DR, including rasterization and texture
sampling. Dressi-AD is written in C++17.

Dressi-AD adopts its own variable and function objects for
reverse-mode AD. The APIs provided in general languages are
the preferred design for developers [MGAK03]. Developers write
mathematical problems with the APIs, then Dressi-AD builds a
computational graph and executes it on GPUs using the define-
and-run scheme. An example of a user program is shown in the
supplemental material. The bottom part of Fig. 2 is the build and
execution pipeline of Dressi-AD after users define the problems.
In this subsection, we explain three key operations in the pipeline:
function generation, stage packing, and GPU execution. We use
Vulkan terms to introduce a specific implementation.*

∗ VkImage is a structure that handles 2D arrays in Vulkan. VkRenderPass

3.3.1. Function Generation

Dressi-AD instantiates function objects and variable objects in pro-
grams written by users. Each forward function object has the GLSL
representation that is compatible with a fragment shader, and it has
a method to generate backward function objects. This GLSL code
generation step roughly follows TensorFlow.js [STA*19]. Some
function objects for DR cannot be defined using the built-in GLSL
functions. One such exception is the backward functions of texture
sampling, which will be explained in Section 3.3.2.

The variable object is a data structure for the inputs and outputs
of the functions. For reasons described later, we need to split the
shaders and output the intermediate variables from them. Vertex
shaders cannot export intermediate variables, and compute shaders
are not well optimized for graphics purposes. Therefore, we prefer
fragment shaders with dummy vertex shaders as much as possible,
which are commonly used in deferred rendering. In our implemen-
tation, we convert the variables into VkImage. They can contain
any 2D array resources, such as textures, vertex buffers, and blend
weight matrices. Note that the variables can represent higher di-
mensional tensors as stacked 2D arrays.

3.3.2. Inverse UV: Backward for Hardware Texture Sampler

Existing rasterization-based DR systems implement texture sam-
pling with software, for instance, by tensor operation in general-
purpose AD libraries [RRN*20] and handwritten CUDA modules
[LHK*20]. In contrast, our texture sampling is a function of our
AD based on a graphics pipeline. Thus, we are interested in directly
handling textures of graphics pipeline. We use texture(), which
is a function for texture sampling in GLSL with hardware acceler-
ation, as a forward function object to map texture space to screen
space. Forward texture sampling with linear interpolation generates
a pixel value from four neighboring pixels. In the backward pass,
the gradients from the four neighbors should be summed up. How-
ever, a naive implementation is difficult because the current APIs
of Vulkan do not fully support atomic float add operations.

Therefore, we propose an inverse UV texture, the lookup table
for converting gradients from the screen space into texture space.
Algorithm 1 calculates it in a compute shader in Vulkan. The in-
verse UV texture can only maintain the last updated values for each
texel, and a constant sampling order may lead to an imbalance.
Some texels kept in the inverse UV are updated in every frame,
whereas others are never updated. Consequently, artifacts may ap-
pear in an optimized texture. To solve this imbalance, we disrupt the
sampling order by adding quasi-random numbers generated from a
Sobol sequence [Sob67] to pss

i for each frame. The gradient can
be propagated into four texels during iterative optimization. An in-
verse UV map that samples 3D scenes efficiently for ray tracing-
based DR [NDJK21] was recently proposed. In contrast, ours is
designed to handle the backward pass with a hardware texture sam-
pler.

is a structure that contains subpasses, I/O structures, and dependencies be-
tween subpasses. The details are provided in https://www.khronos.
org/registry/vulkan/specs/1.2-extensions/man/html/
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Algorithm 1 Calculating an inverse UV texture

Input: the size (Wss,Hss) of screen space, a rasterized UV image
Iuv ∈ RWss×Hss×2 in screen space, the size (Wtex,Htex) of tex-
ture space

Output: an inverse UV texture, Iinv_uv ∈ RWtex×Htex×2

1: for all pixel indices, i = 1,2, ...,Wss×Hss do
2: calculate a pixel position in screen, pss

i
3: fetch and normalize UV value, ptex at pss

i from Iuv
4: Store pss

i as a pixel value at ptex in Iinv_uv
5: end for

Vulkan render pass

Vulkan subpass
Input attachments

void main(){
 vec4 v0 = subpassLoad(inputs[0]);

 vec4 v1 = subpassLoad(inputs[1]);
 vec4 v2 = v0 / v1;

 vec4
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outputs[0] = v3;
v3 = v0 + v2;

}

Function
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sampling
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Figure 3: Stage packing visualization. An example of a stage graph
is shown on the left. A stage of rasterization is magnified from the
middle to the right. Function objects are packed into a substage,
and substages are packed into a stage. v0, ..., v4 are variable ob-
jects. A substage corresponds to a subpass, and a stage is converted
into a render pass in Vulkan. One subpass has one fragment shader,
whose code is generated from the function objects in a substage.
Variable objects, which are the input and output of a substage, are
treated as attachments to a subpass. A render pass depends on input
and output attachments among subpasses as Vulkan specification.

3.3.3. Stage Packing

All variable objects and function objects for the forward pass, the
backward pass, and optimizers to connect them constitute a single
directed graph structure called a computational graph. The graph
is not executable in a single fragment shader for the following rea-
sons: (1) Inverse UV computation by a compute shader and ras-
terization by a hardware rasterizer cannot be executed on fragment
shaders. (2) A single shader cannot have different sizes for the out-
put images. (3) There are limitations in the number of input and out-
put variables in one shader. These are typical limitations of graph-
ics pipelines. Therefore, we employ hierarchical shader packing to
efficiently execute the graph in a reactive manner.

First, function objects in a computational graph are packed into
substages, which represent fragment shaders, rasterizations, and
compute shaders. Each substage except a compute shader is com-
patible with a subpass of Vulkan. Substages construct an oriented
graph, substage graph. At the construction process, substage pack-
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Figure 4: Two-phased caching methods fast-rebuild and full-
rebuild to use clean variable objects as cache. Fast-rebuild packs
substages with dirty (i.e., not clean) variable objects as I/O into
stages. Full-rebuild packs function objects with dirty variable ob-
jects as I/O into substages and constructs stages again. Full-rebuild
is slower because it involves updating the shader code, but the
graphs reconfigured with full-rebuild run faster than with fast-
rebuild.

ing, a runtime optimization for each GPU model to minimize the
number of substages with a greedy strategy, is performed. Substage
packing searches for a good combination of function objects to re-
solve hardware constraints and reduce bandwidth consumption. As
a result, it brings fewer read/write operations and improved mem-
ory efficiency. Our method is inspired by the shader partitioning
used in multipass rendering [CNS*02], which was proposed only
for the forward pass.

After the construction of the substage graph, substages are
merged into stages. A stage graph is built from the stages for
execution as a render pass of Vulkan (i.e., VkRenderPass). The
two-level hierarchy between a render pass and multiple sub-
passes allows drivers to improve memory efficiency. Although our
graphs may contain compute shaders, Vulkan executes the compute
shaders outside the hierarchy. Vulkan has some constraints for ren-
der passes. For example, subpasses in the same render pass must
have the same image size. Therefore, under these constraints, we
apply stage packing to search for a better combination of substages.
Stage packing is done similarly as substage packing. Fig. 3 shows
the relationship among the function object, substage, and stage.

Our AD instantiates VkImage objects only from variable objects
exposed beyond the substages, including all scene parameters Θ.
Subpasses use the instances as input and output attachments of
Vulkan. Function objects in a substage are expanded into GLSL
code by adding loading and saving VkImage. As shader code sim-
plification [MSPK06], we implement standard optimization tech-
niques such as duplicated function removal and automatic reuse
of VkImage to reduce memory consumption. Additionally, a two-
phased reactive cache is implemented to efficiently handle DR’s
complex graph structure and partially unchanged values on it. In-
spired by reactive programming [BCC*13] and sub-graph culling
in a modern game engine [ODo17], our reactive cache automati-
cally detects clean graph nodes that are not updated through opti-
mization and skips their recalculation with cached values that have
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been computed once. It is especially effective for large blocks such
as irradiance sampling and rasterization for a static scene, although
they can also work for small snippets. Fig. 4 presents details of
our reactive cache. Although we have described the Vulkan imple-
mentation, our stage packing can be implemented for any graphics
API with a hierarchical structure by minor modifications. Our stage
packing is a unique JIT compilation technique for DR because it (1)
is designed for AD including backward, (2) handles the two-level
hierarchy, and (3) has an embedded reactive cache.

3.3.4. GPU Execution

After stage packing, Vulkan objects are created according to a stage
graph and substage graphs. The order of stage execution is recorded
into GPU command buffers. Thanks to multiple subpasses in a ren-
der pass, Vulkan may automatically reduce bandwidth consump-
tion, depending on the GPU vendor’s implementation.

3.4. HardSoftRas: A Hardware Accelerated Soft Rasterizer

We propose a novel rendering process called HardSoftRas to prop-
agate gradients from the screen space to far-range vertex attributes
using hardware rasterizers. Moreover, thanks to our full AD ap-
proach, the backward step is more efficient than prior art. Dressi-
AD can pack shader codes throughout HardSoftRas, although prior
art cannot be optimized through common AD libraries and hand-
written modules (see Table 1). HardSoftRas consists of three main
steps: rasterization, shading, and blending.

3.4.1. Differentiable Rendering

DR is a method that optimizes parameters of a 3D scene by mini-
mizing user-defined metrics between rendered images and ground
truth (GT) images. We formulate the scene parameters, Θ, with a
set of 3D model, camera, θC, lighting, θL, and environment, θE ,
parameters. The 3D model parameters are derived from the geo-
metric, θG, and material, θM , parameters. As Nvdiffrast indicates,
rendering is regarded as a function composed of rasterization, shad-
ing, and post-processing, which can convert a 3D scene into 2D
images. We define the rendering function as follows:

I(Θ) = frender(Θ) (1)

= fpp( fshade( frasterize(θG,θC),θM ,θL,θE)). (2)

where frender, frasterize, fshade, and fpp are rendering, rasteriza-
tion, shading, and post-processing (e.g., anti-aliasing, blending,
gamma correction, and masking), respectively. I(Θ) ∈ RW×H×C

denotes the rendered image, where W, H, and C are the width,
height, and channel of the image. To make the function differ-
entiable with all parameters of the scene components, the gradi-
ents of all the functions, frasterize, fshade, and fpp, should be cal-
culated using the chain rule. For example, given a loss function,
L : RW×H×C×RW×H×C→R, to calculate the difference between
the rendered, I(Θ), and reference, IGT ∈RW×H×C images. An op-
timization problem for Θ can be defined as argminΘ L(I(Θ),IGT ).

Then, the gradient of Θ can be calculated as ∂L
∂Θ

= ∂L
∂I

∂I
∂Θ

. The opti-
mization problem can be iteratively solved using a gradient-based
method.

Algorithm 2 Rasterization of HardSoftRas

Input: The blur radius r ∈ [0,1], #buffers K ≥ 1, #faces F ≥ 1,
face indices j ∈ F, and faces f j

Output: signed distance distk
i , depth value depthk

i , and the other
G Buffers gbk

i at each buffer, k ∈ [1,K] and pixel position pi
1: for k = 1,2, ...,K do
2: for all face indices j = 1,2, ...,F do
3: f′j← Enlarge(f j,r)
4: Hardware rasterization to generate pixels on f′j
5: for pixel indices i ∈ f′j do
6: disti j← SignedDist(pi, f j)
7: Compute depth′i j and gbi j
8: depthi j← Shift(depth′i j,disti j)
9: Handle occlusion by depth peeling and depth test

10: Update distk
i , depthk

i , and gbk
i

11: end for
12: end for
13: end for

3.4.2. Rasterization

The pixel-edge distance is essential for propagating far-range gradi-
ents. SoftRas families handle correspondences between pixels and
triangles in pixel-wise CUDA code. Such complex pixel-wise pro-
cesses cannot be implemented on graphics pipelines. Based on the
finding that the pixel-edge distance can be oppositely obtained from
enlarged triangles, HardSoftRas utilizes face-wise calculations in
the graphics pipeline.

The rasterization step of HardSoftRas is described in Algo-
rithm 2. The outer most loop is for depth peeling with K buffers.
The second outer loop with j rasterizes faces f j with geometry
shaders, and the inner most loop updates the values at a pixel po-
sition, pi, with index i by fragment shaders. Our key contributions
are Enlarge(), which enlarges the triangles in the screen space, and
Shift(), which updates the depth values of the enlarged face region
(soft face), considering the original face region (hard face).

Enlarge() makes the projected f j larger to reach r from their
edges in the geometry shaders. r ∈ [0,1] defines the range of blur-
ring in the screen space ∈ [0,1]2. Fig. 5 (a) depicts this process.
For acute projected triangles, we stretch their vertices in the oppo-
site direction of their centroids (see Fig. 5 (a) left). However, this
approach does not work well for obtuse triangles because the re-
sulting triangle may become too sharp to cause shaggy boundaries.
Thus, we expand the bounding boxes to cover r if the triangles are
obtuse. The expanded bounding boxes are split into pairs of trian-
gles for hardware rasterization (see Fig. 5 (a) right). This paper re-
gards a triangle as obtuse if the smallest angle is less than 30°. Our
strategy is less computationally expensive and more robust than the
conservative rasterization [HAO05] by keeping the number of tri-
angle primitives as small as possible and avoiding precision errors
of floating-point computation in the obtuse triangles. Fig. 6 (a), (b),
and (c) show how our Enlarge() works. For pi on the expanded
face, f′j, we compute the signed distances, disti j, from the original
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(a) Enlarge() (b) SignedDist() (c) Shift()
Figure 5: Subroutines used in the rasterization step of HardSoft-
Ras. Triangles in dark blue and red are original hard faces, and
triangles in light blue and red are soft faces expanded from the
hard faces, respectively. (a) Left: Enlarge() for acute triangles.
Right: Enlarge() for obtuse triangle. (b) SignedDist() to compute
the signed distance between the pixel position and the edge of a
face. (c) Occlusion handling by Shift(). The dark blue hard face
is in front of the dark red hard face. Soft faces are pushed behind
the hard faces, and those closer to the hard faces have closer depth
values.

faces, f j , by SignedDist(), as shown in Fig. 5 (b). These distances
are used to deliver gradients in the screen space during the blending
step.

If we expand a soft face by interpolated depth values from its
hard face, the soft face may cause artifacts that occlude the neces-
sary hard faces around it. We refer to this problem as pseudo oc-
clusion in this paper (see Fig. 6 (d), for instance). In fact, SoftRas
and PyTorch3D also have pseudo occlusions; however, this is not
a significant problem for them because their blending with numer-
ous buffers (hundreds or thousands) cancels out the artifacts. We
want to keep K small at a maximum of five, due to the linear or-
der of depth peeling. To avoid pseudo occlusions with few buffers,
we should assign more importance to hard faces than soft faces. If
distk

i ≥ 0, pi at the kth buffer comes from the hard faces that are in-
side the original faces. Otherwise, it is located on soft faces. Hence,
our depth modification, Shift(), is defined as follows:

Shift(depth,dist) =

{
0.5∗depth if dist ≥ 0,
0.5∗ |dist|+0.5 if dist < 0.

(3)

With depth ∈ [0,1] and dist ≥ −1, Shift() places all hard faces in
front of all the soft faces. Moreover, soft faces close to the hard
faces with a high probability should be rasterized in the buffers. To
prioritize such soft faces, we update the depth values of soft faces
based on dist. Fig. 5 (c) and the top row of Fig. 6 show how Shift()
works. We describe the forward pass above. We do not need special
care for the backward pass, thanks to our full AD approach.

3.4.3. Shading and Blending

After rasterization, deferred shading is applied to each G buffer
gbk

i to generate a shaded buffer. Dressi supports a variety of shad-
ings such as physically-based shading (PBS), image-based lighting
(IBL), skin, and shadows.

Finally, we blend the shaded buffers per pixel to determine the
final pixel colors of a shaded image. Our blending is based on Soft-
Ras but we update it in several aspects. First, we calculate the prob-
abilityDk = sigmoid(distk/σ),σ> 0, at pi of the kth buffer. We use

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6: Enlarge() and Shift() effects. The top row shows the oc-
clusion handling of two adjacent triangles, the blue triangle has a
closer depth than red one, and the bottom row shows the blended
images with K = 2. (a) w/ Enlarge() and w/ Shift(). Smoother soft
faces than acute only, (c). This setting is the default. (b) w/o En-
large(). Normally shaded image. (c) w/ acute only Enlarge() and
w/ Shift(). In the magnified red rectangle, boundaries of soft faces
are shaggy. (d) w/ Enlarge() but w/o Shift(). Suffering from pseudo-
occlusions. In this case, we visualize all faces without an edge
mask.

σ = r/7, unless otherwise noted. To deal with the numerical insta-
bility of sigmoid computation, we remove the square for dist i

k in
SoftRas.

Our blending function is generally composed similarly to tradi-
tional alpha blending as follows:

I(Ie, Ine) = EIe +(1−E)Ine. (4)

where I denotes a pixel value at pi, and E is a binary edge mask. Ie

and Ine are the blended pixel values for the edges and non-edges,
respectively. Our formulation explicitly distinguishes blending for
edges, which involve many vertical surfaces from a view and have
a strong signal for optimization. Thus, Ie should have transparency
and far-range gradients. In contrast, non-edges have a weak signal,
and transparency for Ine is not necessary in most cases. We compute
E from SH , which is a stencil mask of hard faces in the frontal
buffer by edge detection and dilation. Therefore, its width, δ ≤ r,
of E is adjustable. We set δ = r, unless otherwise noted.

To compute a color pixel value, Ic, we use weighted averaging
for edges, Ie

c , and keep the most frontal shaded color, C1, for non-
edges, Ine

c .

Ic = I(Ie
c , I

ne
c ), Ie

c =
∑kDkCk

∑kDk
, Ine

c = SHC1. (5)

where Ck denotes the shaded color of the kth buffer. We do not
use depth values for our color blending as SoftRas because trans-
parency tuning is difficult.

For a silhouette pixel value, Is, we use binary occupancy blend-
ing for edges, Ie

s , and flat intensity for non-edges, Ine
s .

Is = I(Ie
s , I

ne
s ), Ie

s = 1−∏
k
(1−Dk), Ine

s = SH . (6)

Our formulation above generalizes and bridges anti-aliasing and
SoftRas. A comparison of HardSoftRas with some settings and
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(a) Ours (AA mode) (b) Ours (c) Ours (SoftRas mode)

(d) Nvdiffrast (e) PyTorch3D (#buf=150) (f) SoftRas
Figure 7: Comparison of HardSoftRas with several settings and
existing methods with bunny model (#face=5k) of image size 512×
512. We use r = 0.1,σ = 0.0285 for (c) and set the corresponding
parameters to (e) and (f). Red rectangles for (a), (b), and (d) show
blurring range differences.

Figure 8: Cross-platform DR application running on various de-
vices: a desktop PC with NVIDIA, laptop with Intel, and smart-
phones with Arm.

the existing DR techniques is shown in Fig. 7. For example, Nvd-
iffrast is inspired by distance-to-edge AA [Mal18] and geometric
post-process AA [Emi11]. It detects edges in the screen space ge-
ometrically, computes pixel-to-edge distances for pixels closer to
the edges of less than one pixel in the most frontal buffer, and
blends colors for them. When we set δ to one pixel equivalent with
K = 1, our method can approximate Nvdiffrast with a subtle vi-
sual difference ((a) and (d)). One difference is that we blur all edge
pixels, whereas Nvdiffrast selects a part of the edge pixels to be
blended. Moreover, our edge detection employs image processing
for silhouette edges, but Nvdiffrast’s geometric method may detect
inside edges on depth discontinuity. On the other hand, SoftRas
and PyTorch3D blend the non-edge region besides the edge region.
By setting E(pi) = 1|pi ∈ ∀i, our formulation approaches them by
blending faces inside silhouettes ((c), (e), and (f)). Our appearance
is slightly different, owing to the updated blending function and
edge-pixel distance computing region of the face-wise approach.
Our moderate and preferred setting (b) with r = 0.01,K = 3 main-
tains a sharp texture inside silhouettes and generates far-range gra-
dients around the edges. In general, far-range settings like SoftRas
converge faster, while near-range settings like AA are useful to ac-
curately optimize complex scenes with many overlaps. A recent
optimization technique [NJJ21] can be combined with our method.

Iterations

(a) Optimization process (b) GT
Figure 9: Cross-platform DR application on a mobile platform. It
optimizes the vertex positions and albedo texture of a white sphere
to fit the rendered result to the green pear images. (a) Optimization
process. From left to right: rendered images with an initial sphere
geometry with a white albedo texture, optimized geometry, and op-
timized geometry and texture. (b) Rendered GT pear model.

4. Validation

4.1. Cross-Platform Validation

To demonstrate the hardware independence, we ran the same geom-
etry and texture optimization application on four major platforms:
NVIDIA for workstations and servers, AMD for desktops, Intel for
laptop PCs, and Arm for smartphones. Fig. 8 depicts the application
running on various hardware. The application optimizes an initial
sphere with a white albedo texture, bringing images rendered in
six views closer to synthetic pear images. Rendering image size
per view and albedo texture size are 256× 256. First, the applica-
tion optimizes the vertex positions by silhouettes with the L2 loss
and Laplacian regularization. After the geometry is aligned to the
pear silhouettes, we optimize the diffuse albedo texture, minimiz-
ing color L2 loss. We use the Adam optimizer for both optimization
processes, and the camera parameters are fixed as the ground truth.
The same parameters are used for all the platforms. Fig. 9 shows
screenshots of the application on a mobile platform with Arm.

Table 2 shows our detailed experimental settings, stage packing
effects and performance. The maximum number of input attach-
ments for each hardware type, obtained from the Vulkan API, is a
constraint used for stage packing. Although more constraints are
considered, we omit other constraints for need of space. Our stage
packing faithfully generates optimized stages for each platform:
fewer stages for less constraint hardware (i.e., NVIDIA and AMD).
Our reactive cache reduces more stages for texture optimization by
skipping constant rasterization results. The two rightmost columns
are the average optimization time per iteration of the platforms.
NVIDIA RTX2080 for gaming workstations shows the best num-
ber. TeslaT4 for deep learning servers is slightly slower than the
RTX2080 because it is not optimized for graphics purposes. The
second is an Intel for laptops, the third is an AMD for office desk-
tops, and the last is an Arm for smartphones. The stages reduced by
our reactive cache make texture optimization faster than geometry
optimization in all the platforms.

Fig. 10 shows the error curves against GT. We take the aver-
ages of over 10 trials to handle the non-deterministic behaviors
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#Substage / #Stage (Before → After cache) Time per iter. (ms)

Vendor Model Usage Used OS
Maximum

#input attach.
Geo. opt. Tex. opt. Geo. opt. Tex. opt.

RTX2080 Workstation Windows 1048576 218/129 → 206/122 187/160 → 86/69 3.0 2.0
NVIDIA

TelsaT4 Server Ubuntu 1048576 220/131 → 207/124 186/160 → 88/70 6.1 4.1
AMD RadeonR9M360 Desktop Windows N.A. 219/129 → 206/122 187/160 → 86/69 51.4 28.8
Intel UHDGraphics620 Laptop Windows 8 348/134 → 336/128 212/181 → 111/84 38.3 23.5
Arm Mali-G76 Smartphone Android 4 687/142 → 670/132 278/187 → 192/86 420.0 189.5

Table 2: Stage packing and performance evaluation of the cross-platform DR application on various hardware. As an example of the
hardware constraints for our stage packing, we show the maximum number of input attachments taken from the Vulkan API. The larger
the value of the input attachment is, the fewer the number of stages, and the more efficient the execution. The hardware constraint is a
concept orthogonal to the hardware performance (e.g., clock). The time taken for optimization depends on both hardware constraints and
performance.
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(b) Texture optimization
Figure 10: Error against GT on several platforms. Errors converge
to almost the same value for all platforms, which indicates that our
method is hardware-agnostic. (a) 3D distance (not used as a loss)
between GT and optimized geometry in geometry optimization. (b)
Color L2 loss during texture optimization.

Optimization target: Vertex position Albedo texture
Ours full 58.441 30.874

-stage pack 110.686 47.462
-reactive cache 317.814 306.594
-stage pack, reactive cache 364.524 315.741

baseline 1780.90 1652.14
Table 3: Performance validation for stage packing and reactive
cache. The average time (ms) of 1,000 iterations to optimize vertex
positions and albedo texture on Arm Mali-G76. Avocado geometry
is optimized with a single view. Ours full on the top is combined
with stage pack, substage pack and reactive cache. Lower lines with
"-" remove individual components. The baseline is naive shader
implementation, and "-stage pack, reactive cache" (substage pack
only) is a similar case to traditional kernel fusion technique.

of GPUs. For geometry optimization, we show 3D distance error
curves against GT geometry. They converge at approximately 150
iterations on all platforms. Converged error values are very similar
for all platforms. For texture optimization, all platforms converge
around 50 iterations. The AMD shows larger values than others in
the middle of geometry optimization. Although graphics pipeline
API is common, its implementation (e.g., floating-point precision)
depends on vendors. Therefore, optimization results may have a
little numerical difference among hardware.

4.2. Stage Packing Validation

We performed an ablation study to validate that our stage packing
and reactive cache contribute to the fast speed. As a baseline of
stage packing off, we used a naive method to assign each function
object to a single stage without the greedy strategy.

We performed the validation on Arm Mali-G76 for two reasons.
First, it is designed for mobile devices and has limited hardware ca-
pability. Dressi should accelerate the DR on such weak hardware.
Second, it is based on a tile-based GPU architecture and suitable for
confirming speed improvement by substages and the corresponding
subpasses. A subpass in Vulkan is designed for tile-based render-
ing, and its proper utilization reduces bandwidth use [addoc21].
Table 3 shows the comparison with several settings. Our proposed
approaches successfully accelerate forward and backward render-
ing speeds.

4.3. HardSoftRas Validation

We analyze our optimization capability with several sets of hyper-
parameters. We optimize vertex positions of a coarse sphere ge-
ometry to make it visually similar to a dense synthetic GT model,
which is a skull geometry with a complex and uneven shape. At
each iteration, a random view with a random point light in Lam-
bertian shading is rendered. The L1 loss for the rendered GT with
the same configuration is minimized with the scheduled Laplacian
regularization term. We ran 2,500 iterations in 256 × 256 image
resolution. As a reference, we compared ours with Nvdiffrast, us-
ing the same parameters and settings. We ran this experiment on a
desktop PC with NVIDIA RTX2080, and the average 3D distance
of vertices to the closest GT surface was used as an evaluation met-
ric.

Fig. 11 shows the validation as a heatmap with K and r com-
binations. At 500 iterations (a), wide blurring settings with large
K and r show better results. In contrast, at 2,500 iterations (b), a
small r yields a better convergence. The results show that far-range
gradients are preferred at the early stages of optimization because
the object being optimized is far from the target. However, at the
latter stages of the process, it is better to use near-range gradients
to refine the details.

Next, we compare the error curves of our method and Nvd-
iffrast in Fig. 12. For our method, we plotted three configurations
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(b) At iter. 2,500
Figure 11: Validation heatmaps for hyper parameters. The 3D dis-
tances against the GT with several K (horizontal) and r (vertical)
combinations are shown. The upper left with small r and K is a
near-range gradient setting, and the lower right with large r and
K is for far-range gradients. (a) After 500 iterations. Settings with
larger r and larger K show better distances. (b) After 2,500 itera-
tions. Settings with smaller r show better distances.
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Figure 12: 3D distance against GT per iteration of ours with se-
lected parameters and Nvdiffrast. Ours shows similar tendency to
the heatmap and shows faster convergence than Nvdiffrast.

based on the validation heatmaps: (1) the best parameter at iteration
2,500 (r = 2pix,K = 3), (2) parameters for a very far-range gra-
dient (r = 7pix,K = 5), and (3) parameters for a very near-range
gradient (r = 1pix,K = 1). The error curves show the same ten-
dency as the heatmaps. Our convergence is faster in all the settings
than Nvdiffrast. Regarding accuracy, the final distance in 2,500 it-
erations, excluding the very far-range setting, is better than that of
Nvdiffrast.

Finally, we apply normal map optimization to the optimized ge-
ometries to refine the appearance closer to the GT. We used almost
the same setting for geometry optimization but increased the size
of rendered images to 1024 × 1024. The size of a normal map was
also set to 1024 × 1024. We visually compare our method with
the configuration (1) and Nvdiffrast in Fig. 13. Our method shows
better convergence to the GT with a closed ring shape on the side.

5. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our Dressi by comparing existing meth-
ods. All experiments were run on a single NVIDIA GeForce RTX
2080, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-9700K, and 32GB RAM.

5.1. Performance Comparison

To validate that the performance of our renderer is robust against
several parameters, we measured the computational costs to calcu-
late forward and backward functions in two settings. We compare

(a) Nvdiffrast (b) Ours (c) GT
Figure 13: Visual comparison of optimized results with wire frame.
(a) Nvdiffrast, (b) Ours, and (c) GT

#Vertices 406 7107 25697
#Triangles 682 14208 51414

Window res. Fwd + bwd time per frame (ms)
256x256 0.304 0.308 0.364

Ours 512x512 0.442 0.480 0.502
1024x1024 1.034 1.106 1.104
2048x2048 3.301 3.545 3.469

256x256 1.060 0.480 0.646
Nvdiffrast 512x512 1.305 0.929 0.853
[LHK*20] 1024x1024 2.371 2.523 2.086

2048x2048 5.403 8.010 5.518
256x256 8.054 10.272 9.393

PyTorch3D 512x512 12.570 15.354 14.919
[RRN*20] 1024x1024 32.136 39.034 36.382

2048x2048 105.823 134.795 121.624
Table 4: Performance comparison with non-textured meshes to
optimize vertex positions. Ours and Nvdiffrast render silhouettes.
For PyTorch3D, we apply Gouraud shading.

Dressi with Nvdiffrast and PyTorch3D. Because none of the meth-
ods supported the same shaders, we used shaders as similar as pos-
sible. We show the average rendering time of 1,000 frames, remov-
ing outliers outside the 95% confidence interval for all recorded
data.

First, we evaluated the performance against the number of tri-
angles and the resolution of window sizes. To consider the effect
of view-dependent geometry complexity, we rendered the meshes
in six views with white vertex color and averaged the time spent
on rendering. Table 4 shows the performance of our method out-
performs those of Nvdiffrast and PyTorch3D for all meshes and
window resolutions.

Next, we demonstrate the scalability against the texture resolu-
tions with shaders that map diffuse albedo textures [Dem21] to the
meshes. We changed the texture resolutions for each mesh with the
fixed window resolution of 2048× 2048. Table 5 shows that our
performance is at least twice as fast as the others for all texture
resolutions.

5.2. 3D Reconstruction with Real Data

We also performed practical 3D reconstruction with Dressi and
Nvdiffrast. We used a real dataset for multi-view object recon-
struction, DTU dataset [AJV*16], and its supplemental silhouettes
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#Vertices 31027 7232
#Triangles 55704 14217
Texture res. Fwd + bwd time per frame (ms)
1024x1024 2.929 2.893

Ours 2048x2048 3.965 3.953
4096x4096 8.148 8.045
1024x1024 6.584 6.254

Nvdiffrast 2048x2048 8.922 8.653
[LHK*20] 4096x4096 18.676 18.635

1024x1024 137.681 118.184
PyTorch3D 2048x2048 143.237 119.267
[RRN*20] 4096x4096 141.667 120.017

Table 5: Performance comparison with textured-meshes to opti-
mize diffuse albedo textures. Ours and Nvdiffrast render color im-
ages with unlit shading. We apply Phong shading for PyTorch3D.

Figure 14: The top row: box plot for 3D object reconstruction task
with real data. Statistics with 10 trials of Chamfer distance are
shown vertically, and the horizontal numbers are object IDs. Ours
shows smaller variances and better distances for all objects. The
bottom row: visual comparison with a reference GT image. We vi-
sualize optimized models corresponding to median Chamfer loss.
Nvdiffrast and ours are rendered by GT camera parameters.

[YKM*20]. A big difference from the HardSoftRas validation is
the limited number of views. Only 49 or 64 views are available for
each object. Another challenge is the color discrepancy between
the views caused by the lack of perfect control over the camera set-
tings. We fix the camera parameters as GT and minimize the L2 loss
of color and silhouettes in 200× 150 resolution with unlit shading
using the Adam optimizer. Vertex positions and diffuse albedo tex-
ture are jointly optimized. We start the optimization with a white
sphere, and a Laplacian regularizer with scheduling is used.

The top row of Fig. 14 is a box plot with five real objects for our

(a) Ours (HardSoftRas)

(b) Nvdiffrast (c) Geometric anti-aliasing of Nvdiffrast
Figure 15: Sphere rendering comparison. (a) Our HardSoftRas
blurs all edge pixels. (b) Nvdiffrast updates only two edge pixels
in red circles. (c) How the geometric AA of Nvdiffrast works on a
white curved surface with a black background. We show a slice of a
simplified sphere in the upper right. Geometric edges are in contin-
uous normalized device coordinate (NDC) space and are projected
onto discrete pixels. Red pixels are target edge pixels, and the cor-
responding blue geometric edges are located on the pixel center
and have the closest depth. See left red rectangle pixel affected by
AA. Blue edge occludes a neighboring green edge at the pixel cen-
ter. Thus, its color is blended into gray, and the gradient for the
pixel is generated accordingly. In contrast, the pixel in the right
red rectangle is not affected by AA because the corresponding blue
edge does not occlude a neighboring green edge.

method and Nvdiffrast with 10 trials to consider non-determinism
of GPUs. The chamfer distance (lower is better) was used as the
evaluation metric in this experiment. First, we tuned the hyperpa-
rameters (learning rate and regularization factors) for Nvdiffrast
with an object called “118". Then other four objects were opti-
mized with the same hyperparameters. Our method used the com-
mon hyperparameters tuned for Nvdiffrast and r = 2pix,K = 1 for
all five objects. During optimization, we sometimes observed sud-
den shape collapse for Nvdiffrast, which is reflected as a large vari-
ance in the box plot. In contrast, ours never suffers such collapse
with slight variance among the trials.

To analyze these behaviors, we show the initial white sphere
rendered by each method and how the AA of Nvdiffrast works in
Fig. 15. Although (a) ours shows uniformly blurred edges, (b) Nvd-
iffrast selectively blurs the edge pixels. As shown in (c), Nvdiffrast
follows conventional geometric anti-aliasing criteria to select a lim-
ited number of edge pixels for color blending and gradient gen-
eration. Therefore, the gradients of Nvdiffrast in the screen space
are sparse and discontinuous, and optimization using it is unstable.
Our HardSoftRas, which blends all edge pixels, ensures dense and
smooth far-range gradients, achieving more robust optimization.

The bottom row of Fig. 14 shows a visual comparison of the
reconstruction results with the median accuracy and GT. The re-
sults of Nvdiffrast suffer from shape artifacts. Our method can suc-
cessfully reconstruct real objects with complex high-curvature sur-
faces.

6. Applications

The proposed differentiable renderer, Dressi, has the potential to
support many applications. We demonstrate that Dressi can ren-
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Figure 16: High quality digital human rendered by Dressi in real-
time. It contains skin, hair, eyeball, teeth shaders, and shadowing.

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 17: Hair optimization: (a) rendered with initial parame-
ter, (b) appearance after optimization of biophysical parameters,
and (c) target image of the optimization. In the biophysical param-
eters, melanin components (melanin and melanin redness) affect
hair color, and roughness parameters (radial and azimuthal rough-
ness) control the highlight size, and IOR is for the highlight posi-
tion. The parameters are shared over all strands. We optimized the
parameters under the constraints of melanin and roughness from
0.0 to 1.0 and IOR in the range of from 1.0 to 2.0.

der a photorealistic facial model with complex shaders for human
skin, eyeballs, and hair materials. The supplemental material shows
more applications: environment map optimization, normal map op-
timization and human face modeling with 3D morphable model.

6.1. Practical Graphics Rendering with Complex Shaders

We show that our system can support practical complex shaders,
including hair, skin, eyeballs, and teeth shaders like recent game
engines [Epi21; Uni21]. Fig. 16 shows the rendering results of our
high-quality digital human model with them. Moreover, our engine
supports the backward pass for the complex shaders.

To demonstrate inverse rendering with the complex shaders,
we performed optimization of hair shading with the Marschner
shader [MJC*03], which is a well-known physically-based reflec-
tion model for hair materials. Biophysical parameters, including
melanin, melanin redness, radial and azimuthal roughness, and in-
dex of refraction (IOR), were optimized. The geometry and camera
parameters were known, and an image from only one viewpoint
was used. Fig. 17 shows (a) the initial, (b) optimized, and (c) target

images. The optimized image (b) has the same appearance as the
target image (c).

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed Dressi, a hardware-agnostic and highly
efficient rasterization-based differentiable renderer to support var-
ious graphics hardware. Dressi is based on a new design in which
DR algorithms are completely written by AD for DR. Our Dressi-
AD realizes hardware independence by Vulkan API and an inverse
UV technique. Dressi-AD employs stage packing, a runtime opti-
mization method with a reactive cache to accelerate computational
graph executions and adapt hardware constraints. HardSoftRas, our
proposed rendering process entirely implemented on Dressi-AD,
is the first DR algorithm to generate screen space far-range gradi-
ents under the limitation of graphics pipelines. We demonstrated
that our approach successfully works on a variety of graphics hard-
ware (i.e., NVIDIA, AMD, Intel, and Arm). We validated that our
stage packing is adaptive to hardware constraints and contributes to
speed. Our Dressi has the potential to realize a wide range of practi-
cal applications in various devices. Our experiments with synthetic
and real data demonstrated that the speed and quality of our ren-
derer outperform those of other state-of-the-art methods. Our ren-
dering for a digital human is of high quality and can run backward
passes. We show the optimization of hair color, which is not sup-
ported by other rasterization-based DR frameworks.

We leave two research topics for more practical problems in our
framework. The first topic is about the propagation of gradients of
vertex attributes. HardSoftRas employs depth peeling to consider
gradients of triangles occluded in screen space. However, the com-
putational cost increases in proportion to many z-buffers. Although
we prioritize important triangles to reduce the number of z-buffers,
other order-independent transparency methods may realize more
efficient gradient propagation. The second topic is the further flexi-
bility of our renderer. Combinations of DR and neural networks are
often used, such as optimization with identity loss [GPKZ19]. We
do not introduce operators of neural networks into our framework.
Connecting common AD libraries through the CUDA interface is
possible, but this approach sacrifices hardware independence. We
can define the standard operators of neural networks in basic oper-
ations of GLSL functions, and they provide more flexible solutions
for practical problems. We believe that Dressi contributes to the
further improvement of rasterization-based DR, including the solu-
tions of the referred two topics.
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